Dwindling Ore Supply And Soaring Global Demand Are Pushing Copper Towards An Unprecedented Price Surge That Could Make You Wealthy From Owning Shares of SWVI!

Fact: Copper ore is running low!

In fact, some experts are saying we only have 25 years left to mine it before it’s all gone! The world is scrambling to grab every last ounce, but Swingplane Ventures (SWVI) has recently acquired a historically copper-rich property in the world’s biggest copper producing country!

Your time to act is NOW!

Greetings,
What you’re about to hear may be hard to believe, but definitely something you should consider as an investor looking to secure profits.

Experts are saying that we are about 25 years away from running out of mineable copper ore. This is a frightening development, for sure, but it doesn’t have to be for those with the foresight to act now on this advanced warning.

For those who are wondering, just how much modern society depends on copper, one just needs to look at the high profile industries that rely heavily on this raw commodity.

Today’s copper is used in construction, power generation and transmission, electronic product manufacturing, as well as the production of industrial machinery and transportation vehicles.

So it’s easy to see how far reaching a shortage of this element would be, but...

For investors who take action now though, this coming copper ore shortage could reap them an epic windfall unlike any we’ve ever seen before.
Country – Why I’m Predicting This Stock Could Soar!

Most people don’t realize that South America’s Chile is the world’s top producer of copper, but it is. In fact, according to a recent British Geological Survey, Chile came in at #1, with their copper output is a staggering 1/3 of the world’s production – followed only by the United States, Indonesia and Peru.

So, in other words, copper is to Chile what oil is to Saudi Arabia or Texas – meaning they’re at the top of the heap.

This American based company basically grabbed land in what is proven to be the world’s biggest hot bed for copper and what research reveals, is nothing short of astonishing...

SWVI has grabbed a piece of property smack dab in the middle of prime Chilean copper country – and keeping in mind that the world is running dangerously short of or copper ore – this fact alone is almost enough to make one consider buying this stock, but...

Considering that SWVI is committed to increasing their already significant copper production at their Algarrobo Property in Chile, this could possibly be the biggest copper stock of 2013.

Now, these two factors aside, the most important question is simple, and you might be thinking the same thing: How much copper does their property hold?

Well, the short answer? Possibly a lot, as they could potentially be sitting on one of the biggest copper ore discoveries of the 21st Century.

Exploratory work to date has shown that the thickness and grade of surface...
Exploratory work to date has shown that the thickness and grade of surface veins suggests significant potential of additional copper mineralization at greater, but potentially minable, depths.

From their own website, “The Company believes there may be potential for discovery of a world-class copper deposit underlying the Algarrobo Property and immediate area and plans to undertake a coincident exploration program to further assess and evaluate this perceived potential.”

So in other words...

SWVI may have just hit the copper motherlode – and are ready to dig deeper to get it!

What Does This Mean For Shareholders In SWVI

As discussed a few moments ago...

SWVI could be the top copper stock of 2013! As we look to be moving into a season of trading where commodities may be the safest and surest bets to ensure that investors like us money.

So many factors could push this stock higher than anybody ever thought possible... the coming copper ore shortage, the weakening of the US Dollar as well as overall reluctance to trade in unproven technologies makes SWVI a solid choice.

With 3 of the top publicly traded copper companies trading at well over $35 a share, it’s not unthinkable for SWVI to soar once the world begins to realize that copper ore is going the way of the dodo bird...

And for those that decide to act on SWVI today, that fact could be worth MILLIONS!!

That’s what makes SWVI so exciting. Their profit potential is almost limitless!

But to take advantage of this huge potential blockbuster, you need to act now, while shares are still trading for pennies on the dollar...

Because if there is one thing to be sure of, is that this stock may not stay at this low, low price for long. Once word gets out, not only about copper, but SWVI, this thing could take off.
like a rocket to Mars. And if you want to profit BIG, the only way to lock in your chance is to get on board NOW!

Stop Reading! Put This Down And Consider Calling Your Broker Right NOW!

It is important to act fast on SWVI. The longer you wait, the lower your potential profits could be. So that’s why you should consider calling your broker and giving him Swingplane Ventures’ ticker symbol: SWVI...and grab as many shares as you can comfortably afford.

And do it now! The copper ore shortage won’t stay a secret for long, pretty soon, we could be hearing all about it on CNN, MSNBC and Fox, as the this event will be sure to capture global news headlines for years to come! Set yourself up to prosper now as the rest of the world scrambles for the scraps that are left at the table...

Consider SWVI today!

To Your Future Profits,

The Penny Stock Pillager

For more FREE winning stock ideas, please join The Penny Stock Pillager Today!
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Sign Up!

One Simple Fact Could Cause The Price of Copper To Soar To Record Highs In 2013...
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